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ABOUT THE PLAY 
 

A poor peasant named Dmetri lives in the great plains of central Russia in a time 
long ago. He is gentle and imaginative and many people believe he is a great fool. 

One day the Czar of Russia announces that he will give his daughter’s hand in 
marriage to any man who can build him a flying ship. Immediately Dmetri resolves to 
build a flying ship and win the hand of the princess. His mother tells him he is a fool, but 
Dmetri is determined. 

Dmetri meets a magician named Peter who convinces Dmetri that if he believes 
in himself, he will be able to accomplish anything. Peter says, “If you look, you will find 
magic is in you.” And indeed, Peter’s words prove right, for by believing and having faith, 
Dmetri is able to build a magical flying ship out of spider webs and soon he is on his way 
to the city to win the hand of the Czar’s daughter. 

But the Czar is less-than-pleased to learn that a mere peasant has built a flying 
ship, and that his daughter must marry someone from outside her class. He tells Dmetri 
that he must also go forth and bring back the heart of a cloud to the palace before he 
can marry the princess. Faced again with an impossible task, but already very much in 
love with the spirited girl, Dmetri promises to do as the Czar requests. Readying his 
magical ship, he sets off to find the heart of a cloud. 

Dmetri encounters the cloud monster, and successfully removes its heart, but to 
do so, he must trade his magical ship. He returns to the Czar’s palace with the cloud’s 
heart, but the beautiful object dissolves the moment the Czar lays hands upon it. Angry 
at first, the Czar comes to understand, with Dmetri’s help, that he does not need a 
cloud’s heart, or a flying ship, to be an extraordinary man. Dmetri explains, “You already 
have everything you need in your own heart.” The Czar sees the wisdom in this, and 
allows the peasant to marry his daughter. 

Thus does the Dmetri, “the fool of the world” become a prince . . . and no one 
ever calls him a fool again. 
 

CHARACTERS 
 

Dmetri, a poor peasant 
Peter, a magician 
Dmetri’s Mother 

The Czar of Russia 
The Princess 
Magic Spiders 

The Cloud Monster 
Various peasants and peddlers Dmetri meets along the road 
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STUDY QUESTIONS 
 

Dmetri dreams of doing “impossible” things, like building a flying ship, or marrying a 
princess and so he is called “a fool.” 

 
Is it foolish to dream of doing “impossible” things? 

 
Has anyone ever made fun of you for having a dream? 

 

Is it hard to share your dreams if people make fun of you? 
 

A hundred years ago, an airplane or a spaceship would have seemed 
“impossible.”  Now, we fly every day and men have walked on the moon, and scientists 
have sent spaceships to Mars.  What “impossible” things do you think people will invent 
next?  List some “impossible things” you would live to invent (teleportation, wings, a 
machine to talk to animals?) 

 

RUSSIA: HISTORY 
 

Russia has a colorful and enduring history of political turmoil, changing 
leadership and various social structures. Russia was formerly known as the Kievan Rus’ 
from the 9

th to 12
th centuries. The lands were held by a Scandinavian people known as 

the Varagians until Mongolian invasion in 1237. The Mongols ruled Russian until 1480, 
when Ivan the Great defeated them. Russian became a unified state under Ivan the 
Terrible, Russia’s first Czar, in the mid-16

th century. 
During the 17

th century Russia entered the “Times of Trouble” when false heirs 
(both of whom were coincidently named Dmetri) attempted to claim the throne. Michael 
Romanov was elected Czar in 1613; this was the beginning of the Romanov dynasty 
which lasted for 304 years. The Romanovs advanced Russia’s political influence 
throughout Europe, as well as the country’s borders across Asia and Eastern Europe. 
The dynasty survived an attempted takeover by France in 1812, which led to Napoleon 
Bonaparte’s downfall, when he was defeated by Alexander I during the brutal Russian 
winter. 

The autocracy thrived in Russia. The Czar was the figure of absolute authority, 
as well as a divine leader or “Czar Father” who was bound by love to his people; the 
majority of which were peasants and serfs.   

In Russian society, a serf was bound to the land he or she worked on, which was 
privately held by a nobleman. In essence, the Russian serf and was more or less 
enslaved, being given little to no chance to improve his or her economic and social 
position. 

A Russian peasant, however (like Dmetri, in Fool of the World), lived and worked 
on land which was held by the state (Czar), paid wages (which he or she used a portion 
of to pay rent back to the state), and had more freedom to pursue additional employment 
outside of their particular village or commune. This freedom to travel enabled the 
peasants to somewhat improve their socio-economic status.   

In truth, however, it was unlikely that any serf or peasant would gain complete 
freedom because the Russian economy depended on a large population of working 
class which received little to no wages. This working class segment of society provided 
the labor for: agriculture (in the small portion of the country having a terrain, climate, or 
soil conditions which would support farming); cottage or craft industries; and commercial 
industries, such as textiles (which was popular in central Russia). This low cost labor 
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force, driven by a demanding state and landlords of a scant noble-class, was the 
backbone on which the Russian economy depended. 
 In 1861 Alexander II abolished serfdom, but this did little to improve the 
conditions of the now larger peasant-class, which was viewed by many of the more 
educated Russian citizens as ignorant and backwards due to the peasant’s sometimes 
brutal treatment of each other, often rowdy behavior during festivals, and their unique 
mixture of Russian Orthodoxy with Paganism; believing in the existence of supernatural 
forces and spirits, such as sprites, and practicing magical rites and the casting of magic 
spells. Such superstitious behavior and clinging to tradition lead many of those in 
leadership positions to conclude that the peasants needed the strong leadership of the 
Czar to instill order, which was highly regarded by the upper-class population. 
 As the 20

th century approached, Russia became a larger, more industrialized 
nation, with an increasingly riotous working class, who yearned for more land to work on 
and therefore social upward mobility. The Romanov dynasty, as well as the autocratic, 
Czarist rule eventually came to an end when Nicholas II, who took the throne in 1894, 
was defeated by the Soviet Bolsheviks, and was executed along with his wife Alexandra 
(grand-daughter of Queen Victoria) and their five children in 1918, one year after being 
overthrown by the Worker’s Party. 
 

RUSSIA: GEOGRAPHY 
 

 Russia is located at 60ÿ 0’” N, 100ÿ 0’0” E, with a total area of 17,075,200 km², 
making it ~1.8 times the size of the United States. To the north, Russia is bordered by 
the Arctic Ocean along the coast of the region of Siberia, which has a primarily arctic to 
sub-arctic climate, and is comprised of tundra to approximately 50ÿ N latitude. At this 
point vast coniferous forests meet the rugged, mountainous terrain which runs along the 
eastern border, comprised of the coastline of the North Pacific Ocean, as well as the 
southern boundary of the country, which is bordered by Asia. To the west Russia is 
bordered by both Eastern Europe and Scandinavia to the north-west; this region is 
primarily comprised of steppes, however the humidity level rises toward the interior of 
the country, near the low hills which lie west of the Ural Mountains, in this proportionally 
small, humid region conditions for agriculture improve.  
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RUSSIA: TRADITIONAL CRAFTS 
 

THE EGG 
Brief History 

 Eggs are probably the most well-known Russian folk craft.  The tradition of the 
beautifully decorated egg in Russia is associated with Easter. The egg is a symbol of the 
mystery of being and of life itself. Russians exchange decorative eggs with each other 
around Easter. There are two different types of eggs that are traditionally made: 
   -“pisanki” very richly decorated with several colors 
   -“krashenki” have only one color and no ornaments 
 Decorated eggs now have become so popular that they are used for other 
occasions as well such as Christmas (eggs are used as decorations on the tree). 

In the Classroom 
 Have students poke a hole in the bottom of the egg to drain it. Once the eggs are 
all cleaned out and dry they can decorate the shells with paints, glitter and sequins. 
 An easier version of this project (maybe for the younger ones) would be to draw 
an outline of a decorative egg and give each child a paper. They can paint these or color 
as they see fit. A cool kind of paint can be made by mixing evaporated milk and food 
coloring. This will give their paintings a glossy effect plus it is fun for them to make.  
 
 

NESTING DOLLS 
Brief History 

 The Russian nesting doll dates back about 100 years and has quickly become 
one the country’s biggest souvenir items. Nesting Dolls or matryoshka as they are called 
in Russian has a Latin root which means mother. These dolls originally were supposed 
to represent a peasant mother of a large family. 

In the Classroom 
 While it might be hard to actually recreate dolls in the classroom a good 
substitute would be to use variously sized boxes that fit inside one another (these can be 
purchased at many craft stores). The students could decorate the boxes using marker or 
to be a little more creative, they could use pictures of their family so that it will be more 
like the traditional nesting doll. 
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RUSSIA: TRADITONAL SONGS 
 

 Singing and folk songs are a traditional part of Russian culture. 
 Below are several Russian folksongs, with music. 
 The time required to complete the exercises can vary widely depending on how 
much time you wish to devote to them. A single song could be sung through a few times 
or several songs could be practiced and polished with accompanying dances. 

 

Along the Petersburg Road 
           
   Vdol po Piterskoi,  

po darozhinkye,  
 po Tverskoi-Yamskoi  
s kalakoltshikom ...  

Along the Petersburg Road,  
along the small lane  
to the Tverskoi-Yamskoi Quarter  
with a little bell ...  

   

   Pyishit milinikoi  
ko mnye gramotku,  
ko mnye gramotku,  
vyest' nye r adostnu:  

He writes to his dear one,  
to me, a note,  
a small note to me,  
a sad message:  

   

   "Nye sidyi, Dunya,  
pozno vetsherom,  
tý nye zhgi svyetshi  
vosku yarovo!  

"Don't sit, Dunya,  
so long in the evening,  
and don't burn the candles  
of the clear wax!  

   

   Tý nye zhgi svyetshi  
vosku yarovo –  
tý nye zhdi k sibye  
druga milovo!"  

Don't you burn the candles  
of the clear wax  –  
and don't wait any longer  
for your darling!"  

   

   Vdol po Piterskoi,  
po darozhinkye,  
po Tverskoi-Yamskoi  
s kalakoltshikom ...  

Along the Petersburg Road,  
along the small lane  
to the Tverskoi-Yamskoi Quarter  
with a little bell ...  
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Along the Paved Road 
           
   Po ulitse mastavoi  

shla dyevitsa za vadoi,  
shla dyevitsa za vadoi,  
za khalodnoi klutshevoi.  

Along the paved road  
there went a girl to fetch water,  
there went a girl to fetch water,  
to fetch the cold spring-water.  

   

   Za nyey parin maladoi  
kritshit: "Dyevushka, pastoi!"  
kritshit: "Dyevushka, pastoi!  
Pabisyeduika sa mnoi!"  

Behind her a young lad  
is shouting: "Lass, stand still!"  
is shouting: "Lass, stand still!  
Let's have a little talk!"  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Amur Partisans 
           
   Po dolinam i po vzgoryam  

shla diviziya fpyeryot,  
shtobý z boyem vzyat' primorye,  
Byeloi Armiyi aplot –  
shtobý z boyem vzyat' primorye,  
Byeloi Armiyi aplot.  

Through the valleys, over the mountains  
our division went forward,  
to conquer by storm the coastal area,  
the bulwark of the White Army –  
to conquer by storm the coastal area,  
the bulwark of the White Army.  

   

   Nalivalisya znamyona,  
kumatsh tshom paslednikh ran,  
shli likhiye eskadroný  
pria murskikh partizan  –  
shli likhiye eskadroný  
priamurskikh partizan.  

The flags were soaked,  
reddened by last wounds,  
so went the bold squadrons  
of the partisans of Amur –  
so went the bold squadrons  
of the partisans of Amur.  
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   Etikh lyet nye sm olknit slava,  
nye pamerknit nikagda:  
 Partizanskiye otryadi  
zanimali garada –  
partizanskiye otryadi  
zanimali garada.  

The glory of these years won't grow silent  
and never lose its splendor:  
The troops of the partisans  
took the towns –  
the troops of the partisans  
took the towns.  

   

    I ostanutsya kak f skaskakh,  
kak manya shtshiye agni:  
Shturmovýe notshi f Spaskakh,  
Volotshayevskiye dnyi –  
shturmovýe notshi f Spaskakh,  
Volotshayevskiye dnyi.  

And this will remain, like in the legends,  
like alluring fires:  
The stormy nights near Spassk  
and the days of Volotshayevka –  
the stormy nights near Spassk  
and the days of Volotshayevka.  

   

   Razgromili atamanov,  
razognali voyevod,  
i na Tikhom Okeanye  
svoi zakontshili pakhot –  
i na Tikhom Okeanye  
svoi zakontshili pakhot.  

We have smashed the Atamans,  
we have scattered the Voivods,  
and at the Pacific Ocean  
we have finished our campaign –  
and at the Pacific Ocean  
we have finished our campaign.  
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RUSSIA: FOLK DANCES 
 

 These can be practiced several times in class. 

Abbreviations: 
 L - Left Foot       

 R - Right Foot 

 CW - clockwise 

 CCW - counter clockwise 

 fwd - forward 

 bwd - backward 

Korobushka -- Russia 

Formation: Couples in double circle, partners facing, boy with back to center. 
 1. With both hands joined, boy does schottische (L-R-L-hop) fwd, bwd, and fwd 
again, as girl does counter part, starting bwd with R. He does the "bo-kaz-ni", hopping 
three times on L and at the same time, touching R toe across in front, then touching R 
toe out to R side, and bringing feet together. Girl does counterpart. 

 2. Releasing hands do schottische (R-L-R-hop) to R away from partner and back 
to L (L-R-L-hop) to face partner. Join hands and balance fwd on R, bwd on L and 
change places with 4 walking steps, crossing over. They face and repeat action, doing 
schottische away to R, back to L, joining R hands, balancing fwd and bwd, and crossing 
over, back to place. 

Maitelitza -- Old Russia 
Formation: Sets of three, inside hands joined facing CCW. 

 1. All take eight step-hops fwd, lightly stamping on R, hopping on it and swinging 
L across; then stamping on L, hopping and swinging R across, etc. 

 2. All turn to face center, making quarter turn to L in place. Join hands with those 
at R and L sides, making three concentric circles. Inner circle takes eight slides to R and 
eight back to L; middle circle to L and back to R; outer circle to R and back to L, all at 
once. 
 3. All face fwd (CCW) and join inside hands again. Dancer on R runs fwd and 
under arch formed by other two, with eight steps, returning to place, as center person 
turns under. Dancer on L does same, running under arch formed by other two and 
returning to place. 

Troika -- Old Russia 
Formation: Sets of three, face CCW with inside hands joined at shoulder height. 

 1. Starting R, take 4 running steps diagonally fwd to R, 4 running steps 
diagonally fwd to L, and 8 running steps fwd. (This is sometimes done as sixteen high 
kicking steps fwd.) 

 2. Facing fwd, person on R goes under arch formed by other two, and then 
person on L does the same (as in part 3 of Maitelitza). 

 3. Join hands in small circles on 3. Take 12 running steps to L and stamp three 
times (L-R-L) and pause. Take 12 running steps to R, stamp three times and pause. 
Open up to face fwd to begin again. 
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RUSSIA: TRADITIONAL WEDDING CUSTOMS 
Dmetri and the Princess get married at the end of the play Fool of the World.  

During a traditional Russian wedding ceremony (10th - 15th century) the bride and groom 
observe several customs. 

The bride would bring a round loaf of bread and money to the wedding, 
symbolizing a wish for fertility and prosperity. 

The bride’s hair would be braided into two tresses, symbolizing wedlock. Guests 
would surround the couple with symbolic gifts; such as hops for happiness, and fur coats 
for a rich life. 

Bad spirits were discouraged from attending the wedding in several ways: 
-A gun might be fired to scare them off. 
-The best man might crack a whip to scare the spirits 
-The wedding party might hammer nails into the walls to keep them away. 
-The bride’s head might be covered with a kerchief to conceal her from 
spirits.  
-During the wedding, the bride’s or groom’s names would not be said, so 
the spirits would not find them. 

In traditional weddings, a bride and groom might receive candles and exchange 
rings. After the ring exchange, the priest places wreaths on their heads and blesses 
them. The bride is then received into the groom’s home. It is customary for the groom to 
remove his shoes before entering. 

 
 
 
 
 

APPLE PANCAKE RECIPE 
 

Ingredients  
6 eggs 
1 cup flour 
½ cup sugar 
½ tsp salt 
1 ½ tsp cinnamon 
1 tsp vanilla 
4 peeled apples 
¼ cup brown sugar 
1/3 cup margarine 
¼ cup raisins 

 
Combine first six ingredients, blend until smooth. 
 
Melt margarine in oven in a 9x13 inch baking dish. 
Add apples, raisins and brown sugar to hot margarine, stir until apples are coated and 
brown sugar is melted. 
 
Pour batter on top of the melted sugar/apple mixture. Bake for 20 minutes at 425 
degrees. 
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SCIENCE: SPIDER FACTS  
 

Spiders are an important and interesting part of our world! Wherever you  
live, you are always close to a spider.  

Spiders eat insects. In this way, spiders serve as controllers of the insect 
population by capturing and eating hundreds of flies, mosquitoes, grasshoppers and 
wasps.  

Most spiders catch their food in special webs, which they weave from silk. The 
silk is made in their own bodies. 

Could someone ever really make a flying ship from SPIDER WEBS!? The 
answer might surprise you. Spider webs are natural wonders. Although they appear light 
and delicate, a spider’s silk has amazing structural properties. It's incredibly strong and 
flexible. Scientists really are trying to find ways to mix spider silk with metals and other 
building materials to make for stronger and safer bridges and buildings. Maybe someday 
there will be flying ships made from spider webs! 

Did you know....? 
~ Spiders have eight eyes, but surprisingly, they cannot see very well. Most  
rely on touch and vibration, which they sense through the hairs on their  
legs. 
~ Spiders live in almost every habitat on earth. They only places there are  
no spiders are the Polar Regions, the highest mountains and the oceans. 
~ Spiders and insects belong to the group arthropods, but spiders are not  
insects. Spiders are arachnids. Spiders have eight legs and two main body parts,  
the head and the abdomen (insects have six legs and three body parts). Like an insect, 
a spider has no bones. Instead it has an exoskeleton – it is hard and tough on the 
outside, and soft and squishy on the inside. 

What is the largest spider on earth? 
~ The largest spider on earth is the Goliath spider. It lives in coastal rain  
forests in northern South America. Its body can grow up to 3.5 inches and  
its leg span can be up to 11 inches. Now that's a big spider! 

 
SPIDER QUIZ 

 
1. Are spiders insects? _________ 
  
2. How many body parts does a spider have? ________ 
 
 3. Does a spider have an internal skeleton or an exoskeleton? __________________ 
  
 4. This word starts with an “A.” It is the type of animal and scientific name of  
 a spider, which also includes scorpions. What is it called? _________________ 
  
 5. This word starts with a “W.” It is sticky; it is woven by spiders in order to  
 catch their prey. What is it called? _____________ 
  
 Answer key 
1. No, they are arachnids, 2. 2 and eight legs, 3. Exoskeleton, 4. Arachnid, 5. Web 
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FUN AND EASY SPIDER CRAFT FOR CHILDREN 4+ 
 
You will need: 
* Black finger paint 
* Scissors 
* Glue 
* Heavy grade drawing paper 
* Tape 
* Safety pins 
* String 
* Wiggly doll craft eyes 
 
~ Dip both hands in black paint and print your fingers away from each other  
with heals of your hands touching. 
~ When dry, cut out and slightly bend the hand prints to make legs. 
~ Poke a safety pin through the center and thread a string through taping it  
to the underside of the spider. 
~ Add wiggly eyes if desired. 
 
You're done! You can hang it from anywhere! 
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THEMES: THE POWER OF THE IMAGINATION 
 

One of the themes of Fool of the World is that a powerful imagination, good 
friends and a stout sense of courage can accomplish miracles. There are many 
biographies available of famous men and women who overcame obstacles to achieve 
“the impossible.” Below, are three “real” stories of daring, courage and imagination.  
Your students may want to explore the lives of Madame Curie, Albert Einstein, Joan of 
Arc, Clara Barton, The Wright Brothers, Abraham Lincoln, George Washington Carver, 
Benjamin Franklin, Ludvig von Beethoven and other courageous people, who lived, 
struggled and ultimately succeeded. 

Paul Winchell was a famous ventriloquist, 
voice-over artist, and inventor. His family, primarily 
his mother did not believe in his abilities nor did 
she encourage his dreams, but Winchell overcame 
a stutter and struggled to be a television and movie 
artist. Paul Winchell is known today for doing the 
voice of Tigger of Disney’s Winnie the Pooh series. 
He gives credit to his British wife for coming up with 
the saying “T-T-F-N…Ta-Ta for Now!” although 
Disney told him not to put it in the script. Children 
all over the world are familiar with Pooh, his best 
friend Tigger and that fabulous saying “T-T-F-N!”     

“Overcoming incredible odds, considering Winchell was shy and a stutterer, and 
against the will of his dominating mother, who discouraged his efforts, he learned the art 
and lost his speech defects, becoming a master voice over artist, ventriloquist, singer 
and storyteller.” 

 
 
Sir Edmund Hillary climbed Mt. Everest and is known as 

New Zealand’s greatest adventurer.   
Sir Edmund said, "I was just an enthusiastic mountaineer 

of modest abilities who was willing to work quite hard and had the 
necessary imagination and determination. I was just an average 
bloke." 

 
 
 

 
 
Louisa May Alcott grew up in poverty but she had a passion 

for writing and poetry and attempted to make a career out of it. Louisa 
May Alcott had an active imagination and understood that it took 
dedication and determination to succeed in life.  Her imagination lead 
to her to act out plays with friends and family. Alcott cared deeply for 
her family and did everything she could to help them, all the while 
dreaming of a life as a writer. Louisa May Alcott became the author of 
the famous book Little Women that is based on Alcott and her sisters’ 
coming of age. 
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JUST FOR FUN: IMAGINARY MONSTERS 
 

In the play Fool of the World, Dmetri meets a cloud 
monster.  Dmetri walks on it and talks to it. Then the cloud gives 
Dmetri its heart.  

As a class, students could brainstorm the below questions 
about the cloud monster. 

After watching the show, you could lead the class in a 
discussion about the similarities and differences between what the students expected 
and what was acted onstage. 

You could broaden this even further to discuss the nature of theater and how 
every actor and director would play the role of the cloud monster differently. 
 

 

Post-Show Activity 
 
Have students brainstorm other inanimate natural objects that could also be monsters 

such as trees, rocks, stars, moons, flowers, oceans, etc. 
Then you could further the imaginative process by asking any or all of the following 

questions: 
How would the monster move? Examples:  jump, crawl, slither, etc. 
How fast does the monster move? What size are the movements? 
What would the monster’s voice sound like? What other noises might it make? 
Where would the monster’s heart be? What would it look like? 
Would humans be able to ride/move/walk on it? 
How does the monster eat? What? 
What character traits does the monster have? For example, the cloud monster is always 

changing just as clouds continually change shape. 
What hobbies might this monster have? 
What does touching the monster feel like? 
Does it hurt or help people? How? 
What would the monster’s house be like? 
Where would the monster travel? 
 

 

Expanded Activities 
 
Draw a picture of the monster. 
Act out the monster. 
Make a mask for the monster. 
Write a story or script with the monster in it. 
Study the science of the actual object to acquire scientific based answers to the above 

questions. 
Describe how an entire culture of these monsters would interact together. 
Create folklore for the culture of these monsters. 
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Central Theatre Ensemble Presents: 

Fool of the world 
This educational guide is offered to schools and organizations 

attending or sponsoring a production of the Central Theatre Ensemble 
production of Fool of the World. This guide is intended to help prepare 
students to see the play, and to enhance their experience during and 
afterward. It is intended to promote the experience of theatre-going as 
positive, fun and educational. 

Central Theatre Ensemble welcomes and appreciates letters from young 
people that have seen the production! 

Send your letter and comments to: 
Leslee Caul, Tour Coordinator 

400 E. University Way 
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7460 

Phone: 509.963.1760 
E-mail: caull@cwu.edu 


